
THE CHALLENGE
Sediarreda aimed to improve its visibility in 
international markets, and to instil trust in 

international clients. At that time, 
Sediarreda was not known outside of Italy. 

Thus, the ultimate goal of Sediarreda was 
to gain more clients in the European 

markets. 

‘’eKomi has many years of 
experience in feedback 

management at the international 
level. Which was the perfect fit to 

to highlight the quality of 
Sediarreda’s services to make it 
competitive in the international 

market.”

“The eKomi Email Solution helps us 
identify our weaknesses, so we can 

improve our online business. In 
fact, we read every single review 

that we receive as it gives us 
inspiration to offer new services.” 

THE RESULT

How would Sediarreda rate

‘’Today sales in our foreign 
markets represent 50% of our 

total sales. eKomi has definitely 
helped us get here.’’

RECOMMENDATION
“eKomi offers a dynamic service 

which perfectly adapts to our 
constantly changing needs.” 

Growth Stories

The eKomi Solution

“Through the eKomi Email 
Solution we are collecting 

certified customer and product 
reviews, which aid in improving 

our credibility as an online 
business in the European market.”

SERVICE EXPERIENCE

IMPLEMENTATION

Sediarreda is an online furniture shop based in Italy, established 
in 2000. The company distributes high-quality design furniture 

made by local and international manufacturers.

Client since 2012  
Customer reviews ✓
Product reviews ✓

Reviews Collected < 3534 
Average Monthly reviews 52

Positive:    96.01%
Negative:   2.18%
Neutral:      1.81%

?

“When we added three more 
domains from other countries, the 
change was simple to implement 

and we had great support from the 
eKomi team.”

August 2017

Interview with 
Silvia Gigante, 

Owner of Sediarreda

http://ekomi.com/  usa@ekomi-group.com  Phone: +1 844-356-6487 

Furniture Vertical

WHY                    ?

“eKomi is a great tool to reach 
European Markets. Its recognition in 

feedback management at the 
international level makes ekomi the 

perfect tool to develop your business 
in the international market.’’

January 2018

Become part of the success!

Get in touch.


